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The Cit izen
Experience Today

Top 3 Priorit ies for 
Digital Government Now

How States are Enabling
Digital Government Now

are improving online
experience for citizens

are optimizing operations
and lowering costs

are offering increased public 
participation and engagement

Our Citizens are Our Customers

Citizens Today Expect Easy, Online Services 
Citizens today expect access to government services 
to function the same way as buying a book from 
Amazon or booking a flight on Southwest Airlines.

The Mainframe is a
Vital Enabler of Digital Government
The Mainframe is a Vital Enabler of Digital Government Mainframe still provides 
the industrial strength processing and throughput your state requires. Moving 
to a MFaaS model (mainframe as a service) reduces barriers to innovation and 
reduces TCO. Ensono helps state and local governments save money and 
reduce risk while making complex hybrid IT work together seamlessly. 

➜ ➜Easy Simple Fast ...and mobile➜

File an unemployment claim

Register a business

Report building violations

Order custom license plates

Pay a parking ticket

Pay water bill

Renew driver’s license

Get a building permit

Apply for a job

Get a birth certificate

Report a pothole

File a consumer complaint

Maintain, secure and control 
your data, applications and 
network across multiple 
agencies and partners 

Enable modern capabilities
to make the most of your existing 
code and data, to allow seamless 
communication between main-
frame and non-mainframe apps

Convert and consolidate
select apps on the mainframe to 
enhance agility of mainframe apps 
and data with cloud native functions

Save 20% immediately on 
infrastructure management 
and hosted mainframe services 
while avoiding any upfront 
transition costs

Migrate select apps,
codes and data to the cloud 
by creating an intentionally 
built environment

98%

73%

64%

are consolidating
infrastructure

are maintaining or
expanding a managed
services model

are collaborating more
with state agencies

78%

93%

52%

➜

➜

Explore the full ‘art of the 
possible’ for mainframe 
modernization with Ensono. 
If you think it only means 
‘migration to the cloud’– 
it most definitely doesn’t.

“

”
Brian Klingbeil, Ensono Chief Strategy Officer

Free budget by moving to 
a managed service model 
to fund other initiatives

Add new capabilities to reduce 
operating and labor costs and 
increase processing volume
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Leverage the logic, security 
and flexibility of your legacy 
transaction system

Choose Ensono
to Realize the 
Full Potential of 
Your Mainframe

€

Go to ensono.com or talk to an Ensono 
security expert now at 844-222-9466


